
 

WES & CAROL 

MEETING MINUTES – SELECTIONS MEETING 

James, Heather, Wes, Carol 

April 5, 2022 

Action items are in bold underline 

1. Construction start date is approaching! Plan is to start demolition right after 

Easter weekend. Permits are approved. RM of Stanley approved the construction 

plan at their hearing. RM homeowner declaration form needs signatures: Wes 

and Carol signed the form and Heather will return the form to the RM office. 

2. In applying for Powersmart program with Efficiency MB, they suggested that we 

consider a high-performance wall construction assembly, which would omit the 

OSB sheathing and replace it with steel ties to brace walls and EPS rigid 

insulation, taped at joints (insulation and tape acts as water seal and replaces 

typar). The wall assembly would then be strapped with 1x4 before siding. New 

wall assembly substantially decreases thermal bridging and increases R-value. 

Increased costs of insulation/steel ties/bracing are countered by not needing 

OSB. Higher powersmart program credits would also offset expenses. James 

provided literature for Wes and Carol’s review. Wes and Carol will consider and 

let James know if they’d like to pursue this wall assembly. 

3. Electrical to be disconnected prior to demolition on either April 18th or 19th; 

James is arranging. Wes has already had plug put in for washer/dryer temporary 

location, and talked to electrician regarding Carol’s truck plug. 

4. Plumber to disconnect heat pump before Easter weekend, as well as disconnect 

water to entrance vanity. 

5. Kitchen:  

a. Sunvalley Cabinets has provided their quote. Carol will review and 

provide decision on whether to proceed with Sunvalley. Will likely go 

ahead. 

b. Western Marble & Tile has provided their countertop quote. Carol will 

consider, but will likely proceed. Quartz to be Blanco Maple. 

c. Cabinet and countertop quotes together are over-budget by 

approximately $3143. 

d. FFH will arrange disconnect and moving of vanity prior to house 

demolition (Cole, FFH’s finish carpenter to move vanity, or Sunvalley). 

6. Carol’s phone will switch to home phone number: 204-822-3896. 

7. Wes and Carol may not need home telephone line in new house: will see how 

next few months go before making that decision. 



8. Should mechanical room be dropped by 1”? No, just have pan under hot water 

tank and connect to floor drain. All one level. 

9. Flooring: 

a. Heather brought samples from Vern’s Carpets. Choice is CORETec Pro Plus 

LVP, VV017-01003 Copano Oak (7” x 48” x 5mm). Heather will have Vern’s 

draw up quote for flooring. 

b. Flooring to be all the same throughout house, including mechanical room. 

10. Plumbing fixtures: 

a. Lavatory faucets: Moen Korek in black. Replace main bath vanity fixture 

as well. 

b. Showerheads: Moen Korek in black. 

c. Kitchen faucet: Moen Adler in black. 

d. Kitchen sink: Carol to consider whether to be black or stainless-steel. (Post-

meeting note: Carol decided on black sink. Heather will find sink options.) 

11. Shower tile: Carol likes grey tile, larger on walls. 1’ x 2’ rectangle, horizontal. Some 

veining in tile, like picture. Heather will find tile options. Maybe smaller accent tile  

12. Lighting: 

a. For bedrooms: Allen & Roth black ceiling light. 

b. For entrance: Allen & Roth black ceiling lights (2). 

c. For dining room: a semi-flush fixture, like something with black to tie in 

black accents, maybe a nice ribbon-light style? Heather will find options. 

d. For pendants at island: 2 or 3? Carol to consider. Something similar to 

dining room fixture, but nothing that hangs too low. (Post-meeting note: 

Carol would like 3 pendants at island, maybe 1.5’ to 2’ from ceiling, no 

lower. Heather will find options.) 

e. For vanity lights: Found nice black vanity fixture online. Sconces to hang 

downwards, not point upwards. One fixture over each ensuite sink, 3 lights 

each. Same fixture in main bath, either 3 or 4 lights in that fixture. 

f. Exterior lights: 1 or 2 at front door, should coordinate with garage exterior 

lights. If can’t match existing then replace all. 

13. Front door colour to remain white as it is provided. 

14. Next meeting: April 14 at 10:00am. Will discuss choices from previous meetings, 

interior doors, door hardware, casing/baseboards, paint colours, kitchen 

backsplash, any other outstanding items. 


